ADDITIONAL NOTES.

Page 375. In place of the words "will be printed in the Appendix to this volume," read This Address will be afterwards printed as an Appendix to the ARCHAEOLOGIA SCOTICA, Vol. IV.

Page 234. DECLARATION AGAINST THE COVENANTS.

It was omitted to be stated that this document is nearly verbatim with the "Declaration signed by the Clergie and Nobility 28 July 1681," printed from the original in the General Register House, with a fac simile of the signatures in the Maitland Miscellany, Vol. III. p. 379.

Page 573, line 1. REMARKS ON THE CHARACTER OF MARY OF GUELDRES, &C.

In the Testament of "Dame Jane Hammiltoun Countess of Hugh third Earl of Eglintoun," 18th December 1596, there is a reference to her interment in Queen's Collode (as Trinity College Church was then called) which may per-chance solve the difficulty regarding the first female skeleton that was discovered. Among her various bequests, she leaves sums to be distributed to the "depauperat houshalderis of Eistwode and Hammiltoun," and we find the following:—"Item I leve to the pure of Edinburgh, Leith and Cannogait, ij° merkis to be distributit to thame be Mr. Robert Bruce, minister: Item, to the Hospitall of Edinburgh, the Queen's Collode, for my buriall place I° merkis, Utherwaiks not: Item, I leve I°. merkis to be honestlie bestowit upon my buriall be my Exe-cutouris, according to my honour and estait, as thai sall ansuer to God: Item, I leve to David Dundas and Mr. Johnne Rse, ilkane of them xl. lib., to by thame dule claithis: Item, to Agnes Hammiltoun, spous to William Hammiltoun and Margaret Hammiltoun, ilkane of thame xxiiiij lib., to by thame dule claithis: Item to Mariorie Hammiltoun, xl. lib., to by hir dule claithis; and ordanis the foirsaidis personis to accompanie me to my buriall." ("Memorials of the Mont-gomeries, Earls of Eglinton, by William Fraser." Edinb. 1859. 4to. Vol. II. p. 235.)